
A rubber band at absolute temperature T is fastened at one end to a peg,
and hangs vertically, supporting, at its other end, a large weight, mg. To cal-
culate the length of the rubber band, assume, as a simple microscopic model,
that it consists of a linked polymer chain of N � 1 orientated segments
joined end to end, and that each segment is of length a, and is constrained
to point eith down, up, or in one direction perpendicular to the vertical di-
rection, so that changing a down link to an up one decreases the total length
of the chain by an amount 2a. Neglect the kinetic energies of the segments,
themselves, and any interactions between the segments other than the fact
they are connected.

(a) Calculate an expression for the mean energy, < E >, of the chain in
terms of N , a, mg, and β ≡ 1

kT
.

(b) Use the previous result to calculate the equilibrium length, < L >, of
the chain. Draw a sketch of < L > as function of temperature, and explain
physically its low and high temperature behavior.
(c) Show that this system approximately obeys Hooke’s law, and compute
an explicit expression for the spring constant in terms of N , a, and β. State
quantitatively the regime in which this approximation is valid, and give a
qualitative physical explanation for your answer.

Solution

(a) We start out by noting that since we are neglecting kinetic energies and
all other interactions between segments, the only energy here is potential en-
ergy. The potential energy depends on the direction of the segments i.e, up
or down. These energies are clearly E = ±mga. As a result we can compute
the partition function Z for a single particle,

Z =
∑
states

e−βEn (1)

Plugging in our energies gives

Z = eβmga + e−βmga (2)

The mean energy of this system is then,

Ē = −∂lnZ
∂β

(3)
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Taking the natural log and the appropriate derivative gives,

Ē = Nmga tanhx (4)

where x ≡ mga
kT

.

(b) The equilibrium length of the rubber band follows immediately from
(a). The result is

L̄ = Na tanhx (5)

The outline of the sketch is that at very high temperatures i.e, kT � mga,
the mean length tends to Na not surprisingly, which at very low tempera-
tures the equilibrium length gets shorter as it should since it favors higher
entropy configurations. 1

(c) For the system to obey Hooke’s Law, the restoring force provided by
the rubber band must compensate the gravitational force, i.e,

mg = κL̄ (6)

where κ is the spring constant to be determined. To find κ, we need kT �
mga since the system behaves almost classically at very high temperatures.
With this condition, we Taylor expand L̄ in the leading order of x and get,
finally,

κ =
1

βNa
(7)

1Equation 5 could have also been obtained in the microcanoncial ensemble.
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